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Abstract— Using EAS inverse approach the energy spectra of
the H, He, O-like and Fe-like primary nuclei are presented. The
results are obtained on the basis of the GAMMA facility EAS
data set, power low parameterizations of primary energy spectra
and CORSIKA EAS simulated database in the framework of
the SIBYLL interaction model. There is an evidence for rigidity
dependence of the knee feature.

I. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of the energy spectra and elemental com-
position of primary cosmic rays in the knee region ( �	�
����
PeV) remains one of the intriguing problems of modern
high energy cosmic-ray physics. Despite the fact that these
investigations have been carried out for more than half a
century, the data on the elemental primary energy spectra at
energies ����� PeV still need improvement. However, a bend
of the all-particle energy spectra at around � PeV (called the
”knee”) from an overall spectrum ��������� � below the knee to��� ����� � beyond the knee, may be considered as an established
fact. Moreover, assuming that the supernova explosions are
the main source of cosmic rays, different theoretical models
predict rigidity-dependent primary energy spectra in the knee
region.
The high statistical accuracies of the EAS experiments [1],
[2] already allowed to infer that the energy spectra of pri-
mary nuclei with rigidity-dependent knees can approximately
describe the observed EAS size spectra in the ��� � ����� TeV
energy region [1], [3], [4] in the framework of conventional
interaction models. However, the accuracies of the obtained
elemental primary energy spectra are still insufficient due to
both the uncertainty in the interaction model and the accuracy
of the solutions to the EAS inverse problem.
The GAMMA facility (Fig. 1) was designed at the beginning
of the 1990’s and the results of EAS investigations were
presented in [4], [5] and references therein. The main charac-
teristic features of the GAMMA experiment are the mountain
location (Mount Aragats, 3200m a.s.l., Armenia) the symmet-
ric location of the EAS detectors, and the underground muon
scintillation carpet which detects EAS muon components of
energy �"!#�
$ GeV.
The detail description of the detector system and triggering,
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Fig. 1. Diagrammatic layout of the GAMMA facility.

methods of the reconstruction of shower parameters and com-
putations of detector response are presented in [4], [6]
Here on the basis of EAS inverse approach and the GAMMA
facility EAS data set the evaluations of primary energy spectra
in the knee region are derived in the frameworks of the
SIBYLL [7] and QGSJET [8] interaction models. Preliminary
results have been presented (see Ref. [4]).

II. EAS INVERSE PROBLEM AND PRIMARY ENERGY

SPECTRA

A. Key assumptions

The observed spectra ,�-/.10 of the measured EAS parameters.324-/57698;:<57!=:?>@0 result from convolutions of the energy
spectra A�BC-D�E0 of primary nuclei ( FHG3IJ:<I � :LK�KLK at least
up to 5NM ) with the probability density distributions OPBQ-/��:?.10
[1], [3], [4]: ,�-D.10R2�S B TVU O B -/�W:<.10XA B -/�E0ZY�[K (1)

The functions O B -D��:<.10 are derived using a model of the
EAS development in the atmosphere and convolution of the
resulting shower spectra at the observation level with the
corresponding response functions [9].
The integral equation (1) defines the EAS inverse problem,
namely the evaluation of the primary energy spectra A\BQ-/�70 on
the basis of the measured distributions ,�-/.^]90 (in M_2`�a:LK�KLK�:cb
discrete bins) and the known kernel functions OPBd-D��:<.e]90 [1],
[3], [4]. The multidimensional kernel functions OPBQ-/�W:<.10 can
be computed using interpolations [3] or approximations [1]
to the corresponding spectra, which are previously obtained



by CORSIKA EAS simulations in the framework of a given
interaction model, for different groups of primary nuclei and
a set of primary energies and zenith angles.
In the present work, the computations of the expected shower
spectra (forward folding) from (1) for given primary energy
spectra A B -/�70 are performed by Monte Carlo integration,
using an arbitrary positive weight function ALfg-DFh:?�E0 deter-
mined in the same domain as the primary spectra A�BC-D�E0 and
normalized such that i�OjBd-D�E0XA�fg-DFh:<�70XYg�k2l� .
Multiplying and dividing the integrand in (1) by ALfm-/FE:<�E0 ,
expression (1) is converted to the form:,�-/.e]n0o2�S Bqp A B -/�E0A f -DFh:<�70VrVsutcv&s&w K (2)

The averaging in (2) is performed over random �"x (yz2�a:LK�KLK�:|{#} ) distributed with a probability density functionA f -DFh:?�E0ZO B -/� ~�.�x��H. ] 0 , with shower parameters .=x
within the given . ] bin. The reconstructed shower parameters. x -/Fh:?� x 0 are obtained by EAS simulations in the framework
of a given interaction model, taking into account the corre-
sponding response functions ���\�_�D�V-DFh:<5 698 0d� .
As a weight function we chose the power law spectrumA�fg-DFh:?�E0R�
� �e���  which provides an accuracy for integration� ,��&,l�`�@�� { and relatively small statistical errors for the
simulated EAS samples both within and especially beyond the
knee region.
In order to evaluate the primary energy spectra on the basis of
the EAS data set we regularized the integral equation (1) using
a parametrization method [3]. The solutions for the primary
energy spectra in (1) were sought based on a broken power-
law function with a “knee” at the rigidity-dependent energy����-/F�0R2��"���Z� , and the same spectral indices for all species
of primary nuclei ( F�G��^:<I � :c��:<, � ), � � below and � � above
the knee respectively:YgA BYg� 2�� B�� ������^ �¡#¢ �=£�¤ � �� � ¢ ��£ : (3)

where �¥2�� � for �§¦��	��-/F�0 , �¥2�� � for �����	�V-DF	0 , �"�
is the particle’s magnetic rigidity and � the charge of nucleusF .
The integral equation (1) is thereby transformed into a
parametric equation with the unknown spectral parameters�dB¨:?� � :X� � and � � , which are evaluated by minimization of
the © � function:© � 2«ªS¬@ �

®L¯S ]  � -|° ¬± ] �P² ¬± ] 0 �³ � -D° ¬± ]n0^´ ³ � -µ² ¬a± ]n0 : (4)

where ¶ is the number of examined functions ° ¬± ]�G�, ¬ -D· ¬± ]n0
obtained from the experimental data with statistical accuracies³ -D° ¬± ]90 in M�2¸�:LK�KLK�:cb ¬ bins, and ² ¬± ] and ³ -µ² ¬± ]90 are the
corresponding expected (forward folded) values from (2) and
their (statistical) uncertainties.

B. EAS data and simulated database

The data set analyzed in this paper was obtained over¹ Kº��»��&��� � sec of operating live time of the GAMMA facility,

from 2002 to 2004 [6]. Showers were selected for analysis with
the following criteria: 5�698��[$��V�\�a , ¼½�¿¾a$ m, À��[�a�gÁ ,�VK �#��>Â�`�K ¹ , © � -/5�698a0?�@ÃÄ��� and © � -/57!�0<�@ÃÄ��� (whereÃ is the number of scintillators with non-zero signal).
The EAS detection efficiency ( ÅÇÆ ) and corresponding accura-
cies are derived from mimic shower simulations taking into
account the EAS fluctuations and measurement errors and are
equal to: Å Æ 2Ä�\�a�gÈ ,

� 5 698 ��5 698 �É�VKº� , � >¥�É�VK �$ , �7Ê
and

�7Ë ���VKÌ$E��� m. These results were also checked with
CORSIKA [10] simulated EAS and depend slightly on shower
core location for ¼`�
$&� m.
The reconstruction of the total number of EAS muons ( 5 ! )
from the detected muon densities ( Í\Î^! ± xuÏ:ny�2��a:�KLKLKL:L�\$a� ) in
the underground muon hall is carried out by restricting the
distance to ¼�!���$&� m from the shower core (the so-called
EAS “truncated” muon size [1]) and using the approximation
to the muon lateral distribution function [4], [11].
The reconstruction accuracies of the truncated muon shower
sizes are equal to

� 57!V��5E!��
�VKÌ¾	�j�;K �g$ at 5E!Â�Ð�\�a d�Ñ�\� �
respectively.
EAS simulations for the evaluation of the primary energy
spectra (Section II-A) were carried out for {NB¥GÒ��� primaryI , ÓmKº�Ô�����aÕWI � , Ö;K ¹ ���\�&Õ#� and Ö;K ×7���\�&ÕW, � nuclei using
the CORSIKA NKG mode and the SIBYLL interaction model.
The corresponding statistics for the QGSJET interaction model
were: �\�a , ¹ �a���aÕ , Ö;K ÖÔ�a�\�&Õ and ÖØ�a���aÕ .
The energy thresholds of the primary nuclei were the same for
both interaction models and were set at � B ± ÙÇÚ Û G`�VKÌ$�:?�VKÜÓm:L�
and �K ¾ PeV for I , I � , � and , � respectively, and the
upper energy limit was set at � ÙÇÝZÞ 2Ò$Ô�g��� � PeV. The sim-
ulated energies were distributed following a weight functionA f -/FE:<�E0o��� �e���  (see Section II-A). The simulated showers
had core coordinates distributed uniformly within a radius¼`��¾a$ m, and zenith angles ÀÂ���a�mÁ .
All the EAS muons with energies of � ! �ßÖ GeV at
the GAMMA observation level were passed through the 2.3
kg/cm � of rock to the muon scintillation carpet (the under-
ground muon hall, Fig. 1). The fluctuations in the muon ion-
ization losses, and the electron (and positron) accompaniment
due to the muon electromagnetic and photonuclear interactions
in the rock were taken into account, using the approximation
of an equilibrium accompanying charged particle spectrum
obtained from preliminary simulations with the FLUKA code
[12] in the �VK �a�g$���¾&� TeV muon energy range.
The total number of simulated EAS in the database were {H2à { B ��¾�K ¹ $d�\��� EAS for the SIBYLL and {H��¾�K ÖaÖC�\��� 
EAS for the QGSJET model.

C. Combined approximations to the EAS data

The evaluations of primary energy spectra using aforemen-
tioned formalism (Section II-A) were carried out on the basis
of the GAMMA EAS data set for ¶l2 ¹ examined functions:Yg,�-µÀ0?�uYg5 698 , Yg,�-µÀg0<�uYg5 ! , Yg,�-/5 ! 0<�uYg5 698 , Y,�-D5 698 0<�uYg5 ! ,�á>g-D5 698 0d� and ��5 ! -/5 698 0Q� ( [4], [6]).
The unknown spectral parameters ��-DF	0�:?�	�C:X� � and � � of
parametrization (3) were derived by the © � -minimization (4)



TABLE I

PARAMETERS OF PRIMARY ENERGY SPECTRA (3) AT COMBINED

APPROXIMATIONS OF EAS DATA. THE SCALE FACTORS â1ã AND

PARTICLE’S RIGIDITY ä_å HAVE UNITS OF æèçÔé_ê<ë<ì<íeê<ëXî_ê9ï�ìcðRñ9ò�ó AND

( ï_ð ) RESPECTIVELY.

Parameters SIBYLL QGSJETâ1ô õ\ö õ�÷�ø�ùÂõ\ö õ�õ�ú õ\öÌûZü�ø^ùWõ\ö õ�õ�øâ ô_ý õ\öÌûZõ�õ�ùÂõ\ö õ\ûZþ õ\ö õ�þ�õ^ùWõ\ö õ�õ�úâ1ÿ õ\ö õ����_ùÂõ\ö õ�õ�� õ\ö õ�õ�ú^ùWõ\ö õ�õ��â�� ý õ\ö õ�þ��_ùÂõ\ö õ�õ�� õ\ö õ\û��^ùWõ\ö õ�õ�øä�å þ�ø�õ�õ^ùWþ�õ�õ ��þ�õ�õ�ù#ûZø�õ	 ó þ\ö ü�ú^ùWõ\ö õ\ûZø þ\ö ü�ü�ùÂõ\ö õ\ûZõ	 é �\öÌûZ÷^ùÂõ\ö õ�� �\öÌû�û=ùWõ\ö õ�þ
 é������� ��� þ\ö õ û�ö ø
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Fig. 2. Energy spectra and abundances of the primary nuclei groups (lines
and shaded areas) for the SIBYLL interaction model. All-particle energy
spectra from the GAMMA [13] and KASCADE [1] experiments are shown
as symbols. Vertical bars show the extrapolations of balloon and satellite data
[14].

and forward folding (2) at the number of degrees of freedomÎ Æ � ��� 2 à�� � b ¬ ���#�
�����g$&� , where p=7 is the number of
evaluable parameters.
The values of spectral parameters (3) derived by the solution
of the parameterized equation (1) are presented in TABLE I for
the SIBYLL and QGSJET interaction models. Comparisons of
the expected (forward folded) values of the

¹
examined func-

tions above with corresponding GAMMA EAS data presented
in [6]. The obtained primary energy spectra for �^:<I � :c��: and, � nuclei along with all-particle energy spectra are shown in
Figs 2,3 (lines and shaded area) for the SIBYLL and QGSJET
interaction models respectively. The extrapolations of the
balloon and satellite data to the energy �Ð2`��� � GeV (Fig. 2)
were computed using power law approximations from [14].
It is necessary to note, that the obtained results in the frame-
work of the SIBYLL interaction model in contrast to the
QGSJET model slightly depend on a number of examined
functions.
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for the QGSJET interaction model.

TABLE II

PARAMETERS OF THE PRIMARY ENERGY SPECTRA (3) FROM

2-DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATIONS TO THE EAS DATA. THE SCALE

FACTORS â ã AND PARTICLE RIGIDITY ä å RESPECTIVELY HAVE UNITS OFæèç é ê<ëZì?í�ê<ëZî�êZï�ì?ðRñ ò=ó AND ï_ð .

Parameters SIBYLL QGSJETâ1ô õ\öÌûZõ�÷�ùÂõ\ö õ�õ�ü õ\öÌûZ÷�ú^ù�õ\ö õ�õ�üâ ô_ý õ\ö õ�÷�ø�ùÂõ\ö õ�õ�ü õ\ö õ�þ�ú^ù�õ\ö õ�õ�øâ ÿ õ\ö õ�ø�õ�ùÂõ\ö õ�õ�ü õ\ö õ��\û=ù�õ\ö õ�õ�þâ�� ý õ\ö õ\û��^ùÂõ\ö õ�õ�þ õ\ö õ�õ�ü^ù�õ\ö õ�õ�þä_å þ�ø�õ�õ_ù�þ�õ�õ ��þ�õ�õ�ù���õ�õ	 ó þ\ö �cõ^ù�õ\ö õ�õ�ø þ\ö ��û=ù�õ\ö õ���õ	 é �\ö þ���ùÂõ\ö õ�ú �\ö þ��^ù�õ\ö õ�÷
 é������� ��� û�ö þ û�ö �
D. 2-Dimensional approach

Using (1), parametrization (3) and the 2-dimensional EAS
spectra ,�-D.10RG Y�\,Y5�698&Yg5E!
we evaluated the parameters of the primary energy spectra
by minimization of the corresponding © � function (4), ( ¶�2� ). The computations were carried out with bin dimensions����� 5�698`2 �;Kè�@$ and

����� 5E!¿2H�;K ¾$ , for À¿� ��Á and57698j�k$E����� . The resulting number of degrees of freedom
( Î^Æ � ��� ) for the © � minimization was equal to about 240.
The best-fit spectral parameters and corresponding values
of © � �@Î^Æ � ��� for both interaction models are presented in
TABLE II.

E. 4-Dimensional approach

The amount of information about the primary energy spectra
contained in the 4-dimensional spectrum of measured param-
eters ,�-D.10RG YaÕ@,Yg57698aY57!�Yg>\Y����&>�À



TABLE III

PARAMETERS OF THE PRIMARY ENERGY SPECTRA (3) FROM THE

4-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE EAS DATA. THE SCALE FACTORS â^ã
AND PARTICLE RIGIDITY ä_å RESPECTIVELY HAVE UNITS OFæºç é ê?ë<ì?í=ê<ëXî ê9ï�ìcðoñ ò�ó AND ï_ð .

Parameters SIBYLL QGSJETâ1ô õ\öÌû�ûZõ�ùÂõ\ö õ�õ�� õ\öÌûZ÷�õ^ùWõ\ö õ�õ�þâ ô_ý õ\ö õ�÷\û�ùÂõ\ö õ�õ�� õ\ö õ�þ��^ùWõ\ö õ�õ��â1ÿ õ\ö õ���ø�ùÂõ\ö õ�õ�� õ\ö õ���ú^ùWõ\ö õ�õ�þâ�� ý õ\ö õ���õ�ùÂõ\ö õ�õ�þ õ\ö õ\ûZõ^ùWõ\ö õ�õ�þä�å þ���õ�õ^ùWþ���õ �\ûZõ�õ�ùÂþ�õ�õ	 ó þ\ö ü��1ùWõ\ö õ�õ�ø þ\ö ü�ú�ùÂõ\ö õ�õ�ø	 é �\öÌû��^ùÂõ\ö õ�ü �\öÌûZõ^ùWõ\ö õ�ü
 é������� ��� þ\öÌû þ\öÌû
is obviously always greater than the information contained in
the 2-dimensional ( 5 698 :<5 ! ) spectrum (Section II-D) or the
cumulative amount of information contained in the combined
spectra (Section II-C). The main difference with the latter case
is due to the inter-correlations between EAS parameters, which
can only be fully taken into account in such a 4-dimensional
approach.
On the basis of this 4-dimensional representation of the EAS
data set, the simulated EAS database, and parameterization
(3), equation (1) was solved by © � minimization, with ¶l2`� .
The computations were carried out with the following bin
dimensions:

����� 5 698 23�VKº�\$ , � ��� 5 ! 2Ä�VKÌ¾a$ , ��!  #"eÀ�2�VK �$ , and
� >k2 �VKº�\$ on the left and right hand side of>%$�2��VK ×$ and

� >�2k�VK � elsewhere. The number of degrees
of freedom in this 4-dimensional approximation was equal to� ¹ Ög� . The values of spectral parameters (3) resulting from the
solution of the parameterized equation (1) are presented in
TABLE III for the QGSJET and SIBYLL interaction models.

III. ADEQUACY OF THE SOLUTIONS

As can be seen from Figs 2,3 and TABLES I-III, the
derived primary energy spectra depend significantly on the
interaction model, and slightly on the approach (Sections II-
C,D,E) applied to solve the EAS inverse problem. The derived
abundances of primary nuclei at an energy �'&§��� � TeV in
the framework of the SIBYLL model agree (in the range of
1-2 standard errors) with the corresponding extrapolations of
the balloon and satellite data [14], whereas the results derived
with the QGSJET model point toward a dominantly proton
primary composition in the ��� � �á��� TeV energy range.
Although the derived formal accuracies of the spectral parame-
ters in TABLES I-III are high, the corresponding © � values are
large, which demands further discussion. These large © � values
do not necessarily imply disagreement between the EAS data
and the derived primary energy spectra, but could be due to a
number of other possible causes. Among these are problems
with the convergence of the unfolding method, an insufficient
simulated database, an incorrect spectral parametrization (3),
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Fig. 4. Knee energies for each group of nuclei (symbols) versus nuclear
charge ( . The expected values in the rigidity-dependent (thick lines) and
mass-dependent (thin lines) knee hypotheses are also shown, for the QGSJET
(dashed lines) and SIBYLL (solid lines) interaction models.

an insufficient amount of information about the primary spec-
tra contained in the EAS data set, or systematic uncertainties
in the EAS simulations, related in particular to the interaction
model. We discuss each of these issues in turn below.
Detailed investigations of the convergence and uniqueness
of the solutions showed in practice an independence of the
solutions on the initial values of the spectral parameters; this
is a natural consequence of the parametrized EAS inverse
approach.
The agreement of the data presented in TABLES I,III with our
preliminary results [4], which were obtained with significantly
fewer (half as many) simulated showers, suggests that the size
of the simulated database is not a problem.
A test of the spectral parametrization (3) was performed by
evaluating the knee energies � � -DF	0 independently for each
primary nucleus F¿G¿IN:?I � :?��:<, � simultaneously with the
spectral parameters �QB , � � and � � , using the combined approx-
imation method described above (Section II-C). The derived
knee energies versus nuclear charge ( � ) are shown in Fig. 4
for the SIBYLL and QGSJET interaction models (symbols),
along with the corresponding expected values (lines) according
to the rigidity-dependent knee hypothesis from TABLE I. The
minimal © � �uÎ^Æ � ��� values were 1.9 and 1.5 for the SIBYLL and
QGSJET models respectively, and the derived scale factors� B and spectral indices � � and � � agree with the data from
TABLE I within the range of expected errors. It can be seen
from Fig. 4 that the independently adjusted knee energies agree
with the rigidity-dependent knee hypothesis.
We also examined the alternative mass-dependent knee hy-
pothesis; also shown as lines in Fig. 4 are the results of spectral
fits using combined approximations (Section II-C), in which
the hypothesis � � -DF	0R2�� � �nF , with F the nuclear mass, was
assumed. The values of the © �ÙÇÚ Û were practically the same as
in TABLE I, but the derived value of the spectral parameter� � tended to the range ¾VK $a»*) �VK �¾ , which is somewhat hard
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relative to expectations from the balloon and satellite data [14].
Within the uncertainties of our present analysis, our data are
not in contradiction with this F -dependent knee hypothesis;
however, it clearly does not yield a better agreement than our
assumed rigidity-dependent hypothesis.
The wealth of information about primary energy spectra in
the EAS data implicitly reveals itself via the shape of the© � -n�dBQ:<� � :Z� � :X� � 0 surface in the multidimensional space of
the spectral parameters. Investigations of the detailed © � shape
near the minimum mainly suggest that the derived formal
errors in TABLES I-III somewhat underestimate the actual
uncertainties in the spectral parameters; these are generally
larger by about a factor of two.
We believe that the most likely causes of the large © � values of
our spectral fits are systematic uncertainties related to the EAS
simulations, in the interaction model or in the computation of
the detector response. We note that the inclusion of additional
errors of about $Ô� ÓÈ in the © � functions (4) will decrease
the © � �@Î Æ � ��� ��¾ in TABLES I-III to © � �@Î Æ � ��� �`� .
A further check of the consistency of the GAMMA facility
EAS data with the derived solutions is shown in Fig. 5, which
display the EAS size spectra (symbols) for an enlarged core
selection criterion of ¼ �É$&� m. This is twice as large as
the selection radius of the EAS in Section II, and resulted
in about four times the number of selected showers. The lines
and shaded areas in Fig. 5 correspond to the expected (forward
folded) EAS spectra with the parameters of primary energy
spectra (3) from TABLE I for the SIBYLL interaction model;
the corresponding expected shower spectra for each of primary
nuclei are also shown.

IV. CONCLUSION

The consistency of the results obtained by the GAMMA
experiment, at least up to 5Â698h�Ð�\� � , with the corresponding
predictions in the framework of the hypothesis of a rigidity-

dependent knee in the primary energy spectra and the validity
of the SIBYLL or QGSJET interaction models points toward
the following conclusions:
. A rigidity-dependent steepening of primary energy spec-

tra in the knee region (expression 3) describes the EAS
data of the GAMMA experiment at least up to 5Â698j��\� � with an average accuracy � ���mÈ , with particle
magnetic rigidities � � ��¾$&��/)P¾&�� TV (SIBYLL) and� � � �;����E�áÖg¾a�a� TV (QGSJET). The corresponding
spectral power-law indices are � � 2H¾�K ¹ ×0)`�VK �¾ and� � 2��VKº���C�N�VKÌ¾&� below and above the knee respectively,
and the element group scale factors �CB are given in
TABLES I-III.. The abundances and energy spectra obtained for primary� , I � , � -like and , � -like nuclei depend on the interac-
tion model. The SIBYLL interaction model is preferable
in terms of consistency of the extrapolations of the
derived primary spectra (Fig. 2) with direct measurements
in the energy range of satellite and balloon experiments
[14].. The derived all-particle energy spectra depend only
weakly on the interaction model. They are compatible
with independent measurements of this spectrum.

The obtained energy spectra of primary IN:<I � and , � nuclei
(Figs 2,3) disagree with the same KASCADE data [1] obtained
by iterative unfolding algorithms.
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